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LIMITLESS LIVING (DAY-2) 

September 28, 2021 - Questions & Answers  

 

1. Should the Great Flow statement be in the present tense? 

 

Yes, you can do that. You can rephrase it as “Isn’t it great…”. That’s a 

great way to do it. If you want to take it a level higher, you can rephrase 

it as “I have…”. 

 

 

2. What is the Now Flow? 

 

The Now Flow is closely connected to the second level of consciousness, 

i.e. imagining. It is the phase of visualising the thing you dreamt of as if it 

has already happened. 

 

 

3. What do ‘Kensho’ and ‘Satori’ refer to? 

 

Kensho refers to a phase of growth or transformation that is achieved 

after going through pain. It is gradual and slow process. Satori, on the 

other hand, is a phase of transformation or growth that can be achieved 

through pleasure. It is more instantaneous and almost like an epiphany. 

 

 

4. Could we change our statements of beliefs or develop the original ones 

in the coming sessions or stick to the original one? 

 

Stick to the original one as you haven’t laid the beliefs for new ones.  
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5. Can we start doing a process with a friend regarding a business or does 

one need to know EFT?  

 

You will be taught when we go in the 12 weeks. Some people want to go 

straight away we don’t stop them. But sometimes it’s better to focus on 

personal development. We’ll guide you. Little nuances will be shared but 

they might not relevant now as the energy is set now. 

 

 

6. My dad wants to sell the shop off. I asked myself about the money I 

will get from selling it off which will add on to the money I am chasing 

to create in this period of time. But there are some blocks that are not 

allowing the shop to be sold. How can I work on that?  

 

Focus on your thing first. Get your thing flowing, your thing growing, 

your business and money growing. Energy spreads in many different 

directions. Focus on where you are now and what your soul is wanting 

you to do right now. Then come to the next thing about the shop. You 

can also step into the energy of the family member or the shop. 

Sometimes these inanimate objects are metaphors in our lives. What 

happens in your house, home and business is mirrored as what happens 

in your life. When you repair them then things in life will also start to 

change and shift. 

 

 

7. Can we imagine removing an old dress giving it away and wearing new 

dress as new identity?  

 

It is totally choice. Do whatever you feel is right. 
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8. Should I go back to the Now Flow and rework with me enjoying the 

wealth or spending the wealth so that it becomes a reality?  

 

Come back to what you want and what’s the real reason you want that 

money to come in. On the first level, you want to see yourself in the 

house you want to be living in with your family, the car you want to 

drive, the credit cards you want to use. See yourself living that life with 

that amount of money and not just the money in the bank account. 

You’ll have to visualise who you have in your life, how you enjoying your 

life with them, the clothes that you’re wearing, etc.  

 

We work on different levels. Beginning with dreaming that money is 

coming in but there’s a doubt and the other level is where you can feel it 

coming in. in the next 3 days, we’ll sharpen this up and when it feels 

settled, you can move ahead. 

 

 

9. With my organisation, the belief was same as what I worked on 

yesterday. Should I create a new Great Flow statement or should I go 

directly to the Now Flow?  

 

Just claim it all in now. Whatever that it is, bring it in your awareness. 

See, hear, feel and notice all the different locations where it is. Visualise 

it on a screen in front of you. You are in the flow so you can directly go 

to the Now Flow. 
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10. Can I do the Now Flow process on behalf of my husband? 

 

I have never done it surrogately but you can try. The main thing is your 

intention for claiming the money for your husband. You’ll have to start 

from the first level. If you jump directly to the Now Flow, there could be 

uncleared loops of beliefs. Since his goal is connected to yours and you 

are his partner and his spouse, you can do this on his behalf.  

 

You can use the following process: 

• Step into his body. Breathe and feel like him.  

• Get his Great Flow statement. 

• Ask where in the body he feels the number and what number it is 

at. 

• Work on the memories or emotions associated with that belief. 

• Put the Great Flow statement on the movie screen and feel 

everything about it. 

• Make sure what is being played out is very real. 

 

 

11. I want work on getting production and profit from marble mining 

business, but the site has given me bare minimum profit. How can I 

work on that? 

 

Ask if this site has an ability to produce. The Great Flow for it could go 

like “Wouldn’t it be great if this site produced… but it hasn’t been 

producing the marble and what comes out is cracked.’ 
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12. I just left my 30yrs old career as a hairdresser and stepped into my 

divine plan. Is there a statement or plan to disconnect from the past?  

 

If you feel there is past karma that is holding you back, it can also be a 

past pattern or way of being, just bring it into your awareness. Ask 

yourself “Where in the body is this irritation?” Welcome all of it. Bring it 

in and feel the burden in your body. Welcome it. Allow it. Embrace it 

fully and let it know you are welcome. Dissolve it into complete 

acceptance in who you know that's not you anymore. Claim the 

hairdressing you too. Let her know I forgive you and I release you. 

Imagine the energy of a guardian angel and place in their hand a sacred 

sword of truth. Put before them the past you that you want to give up. 

Let them cut that chord now. Seal the ends with love and light. Free 

yourself. 
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